Proposal for Supplement 9 to the 01 series of amendments to Regulation No. 74 (Installation of lighting and light-signalling devices (mopeds))

I. Proposal

Paragraph 5.13., amend to read (footnote\(^3\) remains unchanged):

"5.13. Colours of the lights\(^3\)

The colours of the lights referred to in this Regulation shall be as follows:

- Driving beam headlamp: white
- Passing beam headlamp: white
- **Front position lamp** white
- Front retro-reflector, non-triangular: white
- Side retro-reflector, non-triangular: amber at the front and amber or red at the rear
- Pedal retro-reflector: amber
- Rear retro-reflector, non-triangular: red
- Direction-indicator lamp: amber
- Stop lamp: red
- Rear position lamp: red
- Rear-registration plate lamp: white
- Vehicle-hazard warning signal: amber"

II. Justification

To correct an error introduced by Supplement 8 to the 01 series of amendments to Regulation No. 74 (ECE/TRANS/WP.29/2014/23).